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Abstract

It is shown that for a bimatrix game the set of extreme equilibria is a strictly perfect set and that every minimal strictly
perfect (stable) set is finite. Moreover it is proved that there
are finitely many equivalence classes of stable sets, each of
which can be represented by a collection of faces for maximal
Nash subsets of the game. Further it is shown that the set of
strictly perfect equilibria, if non-empty, is the finite union of
faces of maximal Nash subsets.
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Introduction

For a noncooperative game in normal form there may exist Nash equilibria which are
not stable against small perturbations in the data of the game. In order to overcome
this problem many refinements of the equilibrium concept have been formulated in
the literature. Roughly, these can be divided into two types. Refinements of the first
type

are

defined by requiring stability with respect to perturbations in the payoffs ,

where those of the second type focus on perturbations in strategies . For both types
there is a need for a set-valued concept rather than a single point concept, because of
existence problems.
In one of the first papers on the subject, Wu Wen-tsiin and Jiang Jia-he (1962} introduced the concept of essential equilibrium which is of the first type: an equilibrium
is essential for a game if every small perturbation in the payoffs of this game leads
to a game that has an equilibrium close to it. However, not every game possesses an
essential equilibrium. Jiang Jia-he (1964} investigated the essentiality of a subset of
the equilibrium set and showed that for every game there exists an essential connected
subset of equilibria (see also Kohlberg and Mertens, 1986).
A similar situation holds for refinements of the second type. Selten (1975} defined
perfect equilibria by requiring stability against some mistakes the players can make in
choosing their strategies. Every game possesses a perfect equilibrium. This is not true
for equilibria that are stable against all mistakes the players can make. Such equilibria
are called strictly perfect and were introduced by Okada (1981). For the set-valued
equivalent of a strictly perfect equilibrium a proof of existence was given by Kohlberg
and Mertens (1986) . However, since every closed subset of the equilibrium set which
contains a strictly perfect equilibrium is a strictly perfect set, it is natural to impose
a minimality condition. Kohlberg and Mertens showed that every strictly perfect set
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contains a minimal strictly perfect set, and called.such a set stable. Although Mertens
(1989) also used the term stability for a new concept, in this paper we will reserve it
for minimal strictly perfect sets.
Another stability requirement illustrating the need for a set-valued concept also leads
to a refinement of the second type. Okada (1983) introduced robust equilibria, based
on the idea that an equilibrium strategy for a player should be a best reply to all
strategies close to the equilibrium strategies of the other players. There are games
without a robust equilibrium. The concept of absorbing retracts of Kalai and Samet
(1984) generalizes the robustness concept for closed and convex subsets of the strategy
spaces.

Kalai and Samet showed that every game possesses a minimal absorbing

(persistent) retract, the intersection of which with the equilibrium set is always nonempty.
The two types of refinements are related. Van Damme (1987) showed that the perturbations in the strategies, as in the definition of the strictly perfectness concept, can be
viewed upon as special perturbations in the payoffs. This implies that every essential
set (or equilibrium) is stricly perfect. The main results in this paper are proved with

help of the special perturbations in the payoffs coming from the definition of a strictly
perfect set. One of these results concerns a relation between persistent retracts and
strictly perfect sets. In fact peraistency as well as essentiality implies strictly perfectness . Kohlberg and Mertens (1986) showed that minimal strictly perfect sets possess

many desirable properties. In this paper we add one other property, i.e. the finiteness
of these sets for bimatrix games. Since the proof relies on the typical structure of
the equilibrium set for bimatrix games, a similar proof for a game with more than
two players cannot be given. However, it may be possible to provide a proof using
the 'characteristics' as defined in this paper, since these can also be defined for games
with three or more players.
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In section 3 we give the definition of a strictly perfect set and give the related perturbed
payoff matrices. We show that an absorbing retract {Kalai and Samet, 1984) for a
bimatrix game is also an absorbing retract for the game with the perturbed matrices.
In section 4 we give two examples of sets that are always strictly perfect . The first
example relies on the fact that for a bimatrix game the equilibrium set is the finite
union of maximal Nash subsets, which are polytopes (Jansen, 1981). We study the
behaviour of extreme points of maximal Nash subsets under the special perturbations
of the matrices and show that the set of all these points is strictly perfect . Clearly this
set is finite so that we have an elementary proof of the fact that every bimatrix game
possesses a stable set. We also show that the intersection of an absorbing retract and
the equilibrium set is strictly perfect .
In section 5 we study, more generally, the behaviour of faces of maximal Nash subsets
under the special perturbations in the payoff matrices. From this we conclude that
every strictly perfect set contains a finite strictly perfect set and hence that every
stable set is finite.
In section 6 we show that there are finitely many equivalence classes of stable sets and
that each equivalence class can be represented by a collection of faces of maximal Nash
subsets. Further we discuss some properties of representatives of equivalence classes
and show that the set of strictly perfect equilibria, if non-empty, is the finite union of
faces of maximal Nash subsets.

Notation. N := {1,2,3, ... }. Lett EN. We denote by Rt the vector space of
t-tuples of real numbers and Llt := {p E Rtl p ~ 0, I::!= 1 p; = 1}. The unit vectors in

Rt are denoted by e1 , e 2 , ... , et. For x, y E R' , we denote x · y
(x

>

y) if xk ~ Yk (xk

> Yk) for all

:=

I::!= 1 x;y;

and x ~ y

k E {1, . .. , t} . lt denotes the vector in Rt with all
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coordinates equal to one. Let SC R' . Then conv(S) denotes the convex hull of S . If
S is a convex set, then ext ( S) denotes the set of extreme points of S and rel int ( S) is

the relative interior of S .
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Preliminaries

Let A:= [a;,],e{1, ...,m} ,,e{1, ... ,n} and B := [b,,],e{I , .. ,m},,e{I,... ,n} be two realm X n matrices .
The m x n bimatriz game ( A, B) is defined as the two person game where player 1
and player 2 independently choose the ,trategieJ p E ll.m and q E ll.n respect ively, and
accordingly obtain the payoffs pAq =

E~, Lj;l p,a;,q,

and pBq =

E:'::, 1 Lj;I p,b,,q, .

A pair of strategies (p, q) E ll.,.. x ll.n is called an equilibrium of (A , B) if zAq
and pBy

~

~

pAq

pBq for all pairs of strategies (z, y) E ll.m x ll.n . The set of all equilibria

of (A, B) is denoted by E(A, B).
For a strategy pE ll.,.. we denote by C(p) := {i E {l, . .. ,m}lp,

> O} the carrier of p,

and by PBl(B,p) := {j E {l, ... ,n}lpBe, = max1e{t, ... ,n}PBe1} the pure be,t an,werJ
of player 2 to p. For q E ll.n, C( q) and P B 1 ( A, q) are defined analogously.

It is a well-known fact that if (p,q) Ell.,.. x ll.n, then (p,q) E E(A,B) if and only if
C(p) c PB,(A,q) and C(q) C PBl(B,p) .
Nash (1951) showed that E(A,B) is nonempty for all games (A,B) . Jansen (1981)
showed that E(A, B) is the finite union of maximal Nash subsets, where T C E ( A, B)
is a Na,h ,ubJet if every pair of elements in Tis interchangeable, i.e. (p, q), (z, y) ET
implies (p,y),(z,q) ET and a Nash subset Tis called mazimal if it is not properly
contained in another Nash subset . Moreover Jansen (1981 ) showed that maximal Nash
subsets are convex polytopes. This last property and in particular the facial structure
of maximal Nash subsets will be used in the rest of the paper.

Maximal Nash subsets can be characterized by the carriers and pure best answers
4

belonging to a strategy pair in its relative interior (Jansen, 1981).
Lemma 1 Let T be a maximal Na3h 3Ub3et for the bimatriz game (A,B) and let

(p, q) E relint(T). Then (p, q) E T if and only if
C(p) C C(p) , PBl(B , p):) PB2(B,p) and C(q) C C(q), PB1 (A,q):) PB1 (A,q). (1)
By a face for the bimatrix game (A, B) we mean a face of a maximal Nash subset in

E(A, B) . For faces for (A, B) we have a result similar to lemma l.
Lemma 2 Let F be a face for the m x n bimatriz game (A, B) and let (p, q) E
relint(F). Then (p, q) E F if and only if (1) i3 3ati3fied.
Proof. The proof of the 'only if'-part is left to the reader.
For the 'if'-part we let the pair of strategies (p,q) satisfy the inclusions of (1) . Since
F is a face of some maximal Nash subset T, there are a pair ( z, y) E Rm x Rn and a

real number c such that

(x,y) • (p,q) =
( X,

y) · (p, q)

for all (p, q) E F

C

for all (p,q) ET\ F.

<C

By lemma 1 we have (p, q) E T. Suppose (p, q)

r/. F .

(2)

Then we define for an arbitrary

positive real number a

Since C(p) C

+ a)p- ap,
q(a) := (1 + a)q - aq.
C(p) and I;~ 1 p(a); = 1, we have that p(a)

for small a.

Let j 0 E PB 2(B,p) . For j E PB2(B,p) C PB2(B,p) we have that

p(a)Be, = (1

+ a)pBe,

p(a) := (1

- apBe, = p(a)Be,0 • For j

r/.

E

~m

and C(p(a))

= C(p)

PB 2(B,p) it is found that

p(o,)Be, < p(o,)Be 10 for small o,, since p(o,) converges top as o, goes to zero. This
implies that PB2 (B,p(a,))

q(o,) E

~n,

=

PB2 (B,p) for small

0< .

Similar arguments show that

C(q(0t)) = C(q) and PB 1 (A,q(0t)) = PB 1 (A,q) for small°' · Hence
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lemma 1 implies that (p(a) , q(a)) ET for small a . Then we obtain that for such a

(x,y) · (p(a),q(a))

(1

+ a)(x,y) · (p,cj)- a(x,y) · (p,q)

> (1 + a)c - a c = c,

•

which contradicts (2). Hence (p, q) E F.

3

Strictly perfect sets and perturbed bimatrix games

In this section we define strictly perfect sets for bimatrix games. These are subsets of
the equilibrium set having a stability property with respect to perturbations in strategies. Kohlberg and Mertens (1986) defined and showed existence of minimal strictly
or stable sets for n-person games. From the definition of a strictly perfect set for a
bimatrix game we derive the major tool for the proofs in the rest of this paper, i.e.
a class of bimatrix games obtained by a specific_perturbation of the matrices of the

original game. We start with a definition of the game which results if all strategies for
both players in a bimatrix game are perturbed.

Let (A, B) be an m x n bimatrix game. For a miJtake vector ( E, 6) E Rm x Rn, i.e.
m

E > 0,

L

n

E;

< 1 and

o> 0 , Lo, < 1,
j=l

the (E, o)-perturbed game (A, B, E, 6) corresponding to (A, B) is defined to be the game
which only differs from (A, B) in the sense that the strategy spaces are restricted to

For the (E,6)-perturbed game (A,B,E,6) equilibria can be defined in an obvious way.
A closed set S C E(A, B) is called a Jtnctly perfect Jet if for any open set V :::i S there
exists a neighbourhood U of (0, 0) E Rm x Rn such that for each mis take vector ( c, o)
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in U there exists a Nash equilibrium of (A, B, f, .5) that also lies in V.
A strictly perfect set that does not properly contain another strictly perfect set is
called a 3table 3et.

The perturbed game (A,B,f,.5) is not a bimatrix game, but it is equivalent to one
(cf. theorem 2.4.3 in van Damme, 1987). In order to show this, we define them x n
matrix A( .5) by
n

e,A(.5)

L .5; )e,A + ( e,A.5)ln for i E {1, . . . , m}

:= (1 -

j=l

and them x n matrix B(f) by
m

B(f)e; := (1- Lf,)Be; +(fBe;)l,,. for j E {l, . .. ,n}.
i=l

For (p, q) E A,,. x An we define the corresponding perturbed 3trategie3

p(!)

:= (1 -

I:;~ 1 !i)P + f E A,,.(f),

q(.5)

:= (1 -

Lj=l O;)q + .5 E An(.5).

(3)

The correspondence described in (3) yields in fact a one-to-one correspondence between
strategy pairs in A,,. x An and strategy pairs in A,,.(f) x An(6). Moreover
Lemma 3 Let (A,B) be an m x n bimatriz game and let (f,6) E R"' x Rn be a

mi3take vector. Then (p(!),q(6)) i3 an equilibrium of the game (A,B,f,6) if and only
if(p,q) E E(A(6),B(!)) .
Proof. The proof follows immediately if one notes that for (p, q) E Li.,,. x An we
have

p(f)Aq(o) = p(!)A(o)q = (1 -

L~1 !i)pA(o)q + fA(o)q
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and

•
For a mistake vector (e,c5) E Rm x Rn, the game (A(c5 ), B(e) ) possesses some ni ce
properties. For example one can show that all equilibria of this game are perfect if
( e, c5) is close to (0, 0) (the concept of perfect equilibrium originates from Selten, 1975 ).
Another property is given in the lemma below , which helps to prove (in theorem 2)
a relation between strictly perfect sets and persistent equilibria (Kalai and Samet ,
1984). Before we prove the lemma, we give some definitions.

For an m x n bimatrix game (A, B), a closed and convex set R C 6m x 6n is called
an ab.,orbing retract if there exists an open neighbourhood V of R such that for all
(p, q) E V there exists a pair (f,, q) E R where f, is a best reply to q and

q is a best

reply to p. An absorbing retract which does not properly contain another absorbing
retract is called a per,utent retract. Kalai and Samet showed that every bimatrix game
posseases a persistent retract and that every persistent retract contains an equilibrium .

Equilibria contained in a persistent retract are called per_,i.,tent equilibria.

Lemma 4 Let (A, B) be an m x n bimatrix game and let R be an ab.,orbing retract
for (A, B). Then R i., auo an ab.,orbing retract for (A(.S), B (e)) for all mi.,take vector.,
( e, c5) E

Rm

X

R" clo.,e to (0, 0) .

Proof. Since R is an absorbing retract for ( A, B), there is an open neighbourhood
V of R such that R ab.,orb., Vin the game (A,B) , i.e. for all (p, q) E V t here is a pai r

(f,, q) ER such that C(f,) C PB 1 (A , q) and C(q) C PB2(B , p ). Let d be the metric on
6m x 6n defined by the supremum norm and let for a positive real p,

Bp(R) := {(:z: , y) E 6m X 6nl in~p,q)ER{d((:z:,y),(p,q))} $ p}.
Since R is compact, we can choose p such that B.(R) C V .
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Let {E,6) be a mistake vector in Rm x R n such that max{}:~ 1 f,, E;=,6i} ~

½P·

Define V(E,6) := {(p,q) E Vl(p(E),q(6)) EV} . Then, for (p,q) E R, (p(E),q(6)) E

B,(R) C V. This implies (p,q) E V(E,6) and consequently R c V(E,6).
Let / be t he continuous map from Rm x R n into itself defined by f(x, y) :=

L~ 1 E.)x + f, (1 - I:;= 1 6j )y + 6). Then we obtain that V(E , 6) is open, since
V(E, 6) = V n 1- 1 (V) . So if we show that R absorbs V(E, 6) in the game (A(6) , B ( E)),

((1 -

we are finished .
Take (p,q) E V(E,6) . Then (p(E),q(6)) EV . Since R absorbs Vin the game (A, B ),
there is a pair (f,,q) E R with C(f,) C PB 1 (A , q(6)) and C(q) C PBl(B,p( E)) . Since

e,Aq(6) = e,A(6)q for all i E {l, . .. , m} and p(E)Bei = pB(E)ei for all j E {l, ... , n},
this implies C(f,) C PB 1 (A(6) , q) and C(q) C PB 2 (B(E),p). So R absorbs V(E,6) in
■

the game (A(6), B(E)) .

4

Examples of strictly perfect sets

In this section we introduce the set of extreme equilibria of a bimatrix game. In theorem 1 we show that this set is strictly perfect. A direct consequence of theorem 1 is
that we have a new proof of the existence of a stable set for bimatrix games. Further,
in theorem 2, we show that the equilibria contained in an absorbing retract form a
strictly perfect set.

Let (A, B) be an m x n bimatrix game. We denote by £(A, B) the set of extreme

equilibria of (A, B), i.e. the set of all extreme points of the maximal Nash subsets in

E(A, B) . Clearly every equilibrium of (A, B) is a convex combination of some elements
of £(A,B) .

In order to decide whether a strategy pair (p, q) is an equilibrium of a bimatrix game
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we have to check the inclusions C(p) C PB 1 (A,q) and C(q) C PB1 (B,p) . For that
purpose we need the 4-tuple

We call this 4-tuple the characteri.stic of (p, q) and denote it by C h(p, q ). Note that in
view of lemma 2, a face for a bimatrix game can be characterized by the characteristic
of an arbitrary element of its relative interior.

The relative interior of a face consisting of an extreme equilibrium is this equilibrium
itself. Therefore lemma 2 implies

Lemma 5 Let (A, B) be an m x n bimatriz game. Let (p, q) E E(A, B) . Then
(p,q) E £(A,B) if and only if Ch(p,q)
(p, q)

=f

Ch(p,q) for all (p,q) E b.m x b.n with

1' (p, q).

In order to prove that £(A, B) is a strictly perfect set, we need
Lemma 6 Let (A,B) be an m x n bimatriz game . Let {(E•,.s•)heN be a sequence of
mistake vectors in Rm x R" converging to zero and let (p•, l) E £(A(.S•), B( Ek)) for all
k EN . Suppose {(p\l)heN converges to (p,q) E b.m x b.,. . Then (p,q) E £(A,B) .

Proof. Throughout this proof we have multiplied, for convenience, the entries of
A(.S) by (1-

Li=I .S;t 1 and the entries of B(E)

Continuity arguments imply (p,q) E E(A,B) .

r;:_ 1 E,t'.
Suppose (p,q) 'I £(A , B).

by (1-

view of lemma 5, there exists a strategy pair (p , ij)
Ch(p,ij)

Then we can take

(p, q) such that

= Ch(p,q) .

p E conv {p, p} close enough to

max,ec(p)

=f

lfa, - P,I < ½min.ec(p)P•·
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p such that

Then , in

Note that C(p)

= C(p)

and PB 2(B,p)

= PBl(B,p).

Define

ii" := p" + (p- p) .
Then {fi"heN converges top.
For i '/. C(p) we find fi7

= p7.

For i E C(p) and for large k we have

P7 > ½min1eC(p) p, > 0, and so fi7 > 0. Hence C(p")

= C(p")

and p• E Ll.m for large k.

Consider for j E {l , ... , n}

p'B(E•)e1 + (p - p)B(E•)e1
p"B(i)e,
Since PBl(B,p)

= PB 2(B,p):)

+ (p - p)Be, .

PB2 (B(E•),p•) for large k, we have that p• B(E•)e,

=

fi"B(E")e, for all r,s E PB2(B,p). We show that, for large k, j '/. PB2(B(E•),p•)
implies j '/. PB 2(B(E•),p") . Let j 0 E PB 2(B(E•),p•) and j '/. PB 2(B(E•),p•) . We
consider two cases.

p" B(E•)e,

+ (p- p)Be, -p"B(E")e,

0

-

(p- p)Be,

0

p• B(i)e, - p• B(i)e,0 < 0.
(ii) j '/. PB2 (B,p)

= PB 2(B,p).

Then, for large k,

p"B(E•)e,

+ (p-p)Be,

-ji"B(i)e,0

(pBe, - pBe,0 ) + (p"B(E")e, - pBe,)
+(pBe10

-

p" B( E")e,0) < 0,

since the last two terms converge to zero ask goes to infinity. Hence (i) and (ii) imply

PB2(B(E"),p•) = PB2(B(E•),p•).
Similarly we construct a sequence {q"heN converging to

q• E ll.n, C(gk)

=

C(q•), PB 1 (A(o•),q•)

=

q E conv {q, q},

such that

PB 1 (A(o"),q") for large k.

Conse-

quently we find that fork large enough (p",q•) is an equilibrium of (A(o•),B(E"))
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and Ch(f,k,,t)

= Ch(p",q").

However, by construction (p\q") f (p\q") . Therefore,

using lemma 5, this contradicts the fact that (p", q") E £( A(

o• ), B( ,• )).

•

Theorem 1 The Jet of extreme equilibria of a bimatrix game iJ a Jtrictly perfect set.

Proof. Let (A, B) be an m x n bimatrix game and suppose that £(A, B) is not a
strictly perfect set . Then, since £( A, B) is closed, there exists an open neighbourhood
V of £(A, B) such that for every neighbourhood U of (0, 0) E Rm x Rn there is a
mistake vector ( ,, o) in U such that no equilibrium of ( A, B, ,, o) lies in V.
Consider the sequence {U.heN of balls in Rm x Rn with radius ¼ and center (0, 0) .
For all k E N we can find a mistake vector ( ,•,
(A, B, ,•,

o") lies in V.

o") E U. such that

no equilibrium of

By construction{(,•, o")heN converges to zero. For every k we

can take an equilibrium (p(,"), q(o")) of (A, B, ,", o"), such that, according to lemma 3,
it corresponds to some (p",q") E £(A(o"),B(,")). Since ti.,,, x 6.n is compact, we may
suppose without loss of generality that {(p", q")heN, and hence also {(p( ,"), q(o")heN,
converges to some (p, q) E 6.m x 6.n. Then, by lemma 6, (p, q) E £(A, B) . This
contradicts the fact that (p(,"),q(o"))

!/.

V for all k.

Hence £(A,B) is a strictly
■

perfect set .

Since for a bimatrix game the set of extreme equilibria is finite, it contains a stable
set . Consequently we have a new proof-of

Corollary 1 Every bimatriz game

poJJeJJeJ

a Jtable Jet .

Since there exist characterizations for the set of extreme equilibria of a bimatrix game
(cf. Vorob'ev, 1958, Kuhn, 1961 and Jurg and Jansen, 1989), we also have a characterization for a (finite) strictly perfect set. Since every stable set consists only of
perfect equilibria ( cf. Kohlberg and Mertens, 1986), it is enough, in order to find a
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stable set which is a subset of the set of extreme equilibria, to consider the extreme
equilibria that are perfect.

The following example illustrates the results above.

Example 1 Consider the 2 x 5 bimatrix game (A, B) given by
(A B)

'

=(

(1, -8) (0, 0) (0, 4) (0, 6) (0, 8) )
(0, 8) (0, 6) (1, 4) (0, 0) (1, - 8) .

The maximal Nash subsets for this game are
conv {¼e,

+ !e2, ½e, + ~e2} x {e2} and conv He, + ½e 2, !e, + ¼e 2} x {e4}.

All stable sets are

+ 1e2, e2),(½e, + ~e2,e2)}, {(¼e, + 1e2, e2),(Je1 + ½e2,e4)}
{(¼e, + te2,e2),(te, + ¼e2,e4)} .

{(¼e,

and

So every stable set is a subset of l"(A, B) . Moreover, note that every stable set contains
the extreme equilibrium (¼e,

+ fe 2, e2)-

The following theorem shows that a persistent retract always contains a stable set .
Theorem 2 For a bimatriz game the Jet of equilibria contained in an abJorbing retroct
iJ Jtrictly perfect.

Proof. Let (A, B) be an m x n bimatrix game and let R be an absorbing retract
for (A, B). The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 1: replace in the latter proof

l"(A,B) by Rn E(A,B) and l"(AW),B(Ek)) by Rn E(AW),B(Ek)) . Note that by
lemma 4 , R n E(A(ok ), B (Ek)) is non-empty for large k.

•

In example 1 all stable sets are contained in the set of extreme equilibria. In example 2
we encounter a different situation considering a stable set which is contained in a
persistent retract .
13

Example 2 Consider the 2 x 4 bimatrix game (A, B) given by

(A B)
'

=(

(0, - 4) (1, 2) (1, 4)
(0, 4) )
(0,4) (0,2) (0,-4) (1 ,- 4) .

The maximal Nash subsets for this game are
conv { e2, ¼e1
conv {¾e1

+ ¾e2}

+ ¼e2, e1}

x { e1}, {¾e1 + ¼e2}x conv {½e3 + ½e 4 , ½e 2 + ½e 4 } ,
x {½e3

+ ½e 4 }

and { e1} x conv {e3, ½e 3 + ½e 4 }.

Every equilibrium that is an element of one of the latter three maximal Nash subsets
is strictly perfect and there are are no other stable sets.
A persistent retract for this game is
conv {( e1, e1 ), ( ei, e2), ( e1, ¼e3

+ ¾e4), (e2, e1 ), ( e2, e2), ( e2, ¼e3 + ¾e 4 )} .

By theorem 2 this set intersected with the equilibrium set is strictly perfect.
The intersection of this persistent retract with the set of extreme equilibria is
{(e2, e 1), (¼e 1 + ¾e 2, et)}, which is clearly not a strictly perfect set.

5

Finiteness of stable sets

In the previous section

we found that each bimatrix game possesses a strictly perfect

set that is finite. In this section we show that each strictly perfect set contains a
strictly perfect set which is finite. In particular this implies that for bimatrix games
every stable set is finite.

Let (A,B) be an m x n bimatrix game. Let C be a strictly perfect set for (A,B).
For every face F for (A, B) such that relint(F) n C

=f 0 we

select a single equilibrium

in relint(F). A set of equilibria selected in this way is called a ,election for C . Since
there are only finitely many faces for ( A, B), each selection for C is finite.

Using the techniques of the previous section we show that each selection for C is a
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strictly perfect set for ( A, B). First we need a result on the convergence of faces for
perturbed games corresponding to (A, B).
We start with the set :F of nonempty closed subsets of '1,.. x f:.,. . Let d denote the
metric on '1,..

X

'1,. corresponding to the supremum norm. Then we can define the

Hausdorff-metric dH on :F and since (t:.,.. x f:.,., d) is a compact metric space, also
(:F, dH) is a compact metric space (Hildenbrand, 1974). Furthermore

Lemma 7 (cf. Hildenbrand (1974)) If a 3equence {F•heN converge3 in (:F,dH)
to F, then (x, y) E F if and only if there i3 a 3equence {(xk, y•)heN, with (xk, y•) E Fk
for eve :-y k EN, that converge3 to (x, y) .

Now we prove a lemma for faces that is similar to lemma 5.

Lemma 8 Let (A,B) be an m x n bimatriz game . Let {(E\c5k)heN be a 3equence of
mi3take vector3 in R"" x R" converging to zero, and for all k E N, let Fk be a face
for (A(c5•),B(Ek)). Suppo3e {FkheN converge3 in (:F,dH) to F Cf:.,..

u a face

X

f:.,.. Then F

for (A, B).

Proof. Take (p,q) E F . By lemma 7 there is a sequence {(p\f)heN , such
that (pk,q•) E Fk C E(A(c5•),B(Ek)) for all k, that converges to (p,q). Continuity
arguments imply (p ,q) E E(A,B). Hence F c E(A,B) .
Since Fk is convex for all k, it is, using lemma 7, straightforward to show that F
is convex. Consequently we can find a face

F

relint(F') n F f 0. If we can show that for these faces we have relint(F')\F

F=F

F

and

= 0,

then

for (A, B) such that F C

and we are finished .

So suppose relint(F')\F f

0 and take (p,q) Erelint(F')\F and (:z:,y) Erelint(F)nF.

Then conv{(:z:,y),(p, q)} C relint(F') . Since Fis closed and convex we can define
{(p, q)} := (F\ relint(F)) n conv {(:z:, y), (p, q)}. Then conv {(p, q) , (p, q)} n F = {(p, q)}.
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By construction Ch(p,q)

=

Ch(ji,q). In view of lemma 7 we can find a sequence

{(p\ l)heN with (p\ qk) E pk for all k, converging to (p, q). Then, exactly as in
the proof of lemma 6, we can construct (p,q) Econv{(p,q) ,(ji, q)} and a sequence

{(fi\t)heN in ti.,,. x ti.n converging to (ji,q) . Similarly we find that Ch(fa\l) =
Ch(pk,l) for large k. Using lemma 2, we then find (jik,qk) E pk for large k and
hence lemma 7 yields

(p, q) E P. However, by construction (ji, q) f/. F. So we have a

•

contradiction.

We need lemma 8 for the proof of

Theorem 3 Let C be a Jtrictly perfect Jet for a bimatrix game and let E be a Je/ection
for C, then E iJ a Jtrictly perfect Jet.

Proof. Let (A, B) be an m x n bimatrix game and let C be a strictly perfect set
for ( A, B). Let E be a selection for C . Suppose that E is not a strictly perfect set.
Then, as in the proof of theorem 1, we can find an open neighbourhood V :) E and
a sequence {(E\ ,Sk)heN of mistake vectors in R"' x Rn converging to zero such that ,
for all k, no equilibrium of (A, B, E\ ,Sk) lies in V .
Since C is a strictly perfect set, we may assume without loss of generality, that we can
find a sequence {(p( Ek), q( ,Sk))heN such that, for all k, (p( Ek), q( ,Sk )) is an equilibrium
of ( A, B, Ek, ,Sk), which converges to some element (p, q) of C . To this sequence there
corresponds, according to lemma 3, a sequence { (p\ l) heN, such that for all k,

(pk,qk) E E(A(.Sk),B(Ek)), which also converges to (p,q).
For every k EN, let fl'k be the face for (A(.Sk),B(Ek)) such that (p\qk) E relint(F'k ).
Without loss of generality we may suppose that fl'k converges in (:F, dH) to a closed
subset

F of ti.,,. x ti.n .

By lemma 8, we have that

F is a face

for ( A, B) and (p, q) E

Let P be the face for (A, B) with (p, q) E relint(P) . Then P C
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F.

F'.

This implies

that {(p,q)} :=relint(F)nE C

F.

Hence, by lemma 7, there exists a sequence

{(p", §")}i.eN, such that, for all k, (p", §") E F\ which converges to (p, q). Then
lemma 3 implies that there is a sequence {(p(e"),§(c5"))heN, such that, for all k,

(p(e"),§(c5")) is an equilibrium of (A,B,e",6"), that also converges to (p,q) . Since

(p, q) E E, this contradicts the fact that for all k no equilibrium of (A, B, Ek, .Sk) lies in

•

V . Hence E is a strictly perfect set.

According to the definition we can alw!',ys take a selection for a strictly perfect set
which is a subset of this strictly perfect set. So theorem 3 implies that for a bimatrix
game every strictly perfect set contains a finite strictly perfect set. Hence
Corollary 2 For a bimatrix game every 3table 3et i3 finite.
Finally in this section we prove
Theorem 4 Let S be a 3table 3et for a bimatriz game and let E be a 3e/ection for S,
then E i3 a 3table 3et.

Proof. Let (A, B) be a bimatrix game and let S be a stable set for (A, B) . Let E
be a selection for S .
(a) Suppose there is a face F for (A,B) such that (z1,y 1 ),(x 2 ,y 2 ) E relint(F)nS and

(x1, y 1 )

1' (x 2 , y 2 ).

Then S \ {( x1, y 1 )} is a selection for S, and hence, by theorem 3, a

strictly perfect set . This contradicts the assumption that S is a stable set . Hence for
all faces F for (A, B) we have lrelint(F) n SI E {O, 1}.
(b) In view of part (a), IEI = ISi and for a face F for (A, B), lrelint(F) n El E {O, 1},
while lrelint(F) n El= 1 if and only if lrelint(F) n SI = 1. By theorem 3, Eis a strictly
perfect set. Hence E contains a stable set E'. Evidently lrelint( F) n E' I E { 0, 1} for
a face F and lrelint(F) n E'I = 1 implies lrelint(F) n SI = 1. Let S' consist of those
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clements S that lie in the relative interior of a face F for which lrelint(F) n E'I = 1.
Then IS'I = JE'I ~ JEI = ISi . By definition S' is a selection for E' and consequently,
by theorem 3, a strictly perfect set. Since Sis a stable set, this implies S' = S. Hence
■

E' = E and Eis a stable set .

6

Representatives for stable sets

In this section we show that, although a bimatrix game may possess infinitely many
stable sets, there arc always finitely many equivalence classes of stable sets.
Further we study some consequences of an extended definition of a selection .

Let Sand T be stable sets for a bimatrix game (A, B). We say that S is equivalent
with T and denote S

~ T, if Sis a selection for T.

In view of part (a) of the proof of theorem 4, S
that the relation

~

~ T implies T ~ S.

One easily checks

is also transitive and reflexive and therefore is an equivalence

relation for stable sets. Clearly, if <J, is an equivalence class of stable sets and S, T E <J,,
then for a face F for ( A, B) we have that rclint( F) n S

f

0 if and only if relint( F) n T

f

0. Hence <J, can be represented by the set 4> of those faces for which the relative interior
has exactly one point in common with every stable set in <J, . We call 4> a repre.,entative
of <J,. From the definition of

~ it follows that each representative represents only one

equivalence class.
In view of theorem 4 we have the following

Proposition
Let <J, be an equivalence cla.,., of Jtable Jet., repreJented by 4> . Then a Jtable ut S belong.,

to <J, if and only if lrelint(F)

n SI

= 1 for FE 4> and lrelint(F)
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n

SI = 0 for Fr/. 4> .

Since there are finitely many faces for (A, B), there are also finitely many representatives for stable sets . Hence

Theorem 5 For a bimatrix game there are finitely many equivalence c/'"$e$ of $table

In the following example we give all representatives for a 3 x 3 bimatrix game.
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Example 3 Consider the 3 x 3 bimatrix game ( A, B) given by

(A,B)

=(

(1, 0) (1, 0) (1, 0) )
(2,0) (0, 1) (0,2)
(0, 2) (2, 1) (0,0)

The maximal Nash subsets for this game are

All stable sets are
{(e1, ½e1

+ ½e2)} ,

{(e 1,q 1),(e1,e3)} with q1 E convOe,

+ ½e2,½e1 + ½e3}

and

{(e 1 ,q 1),(e 1 ,q 2)} with q1 as above and q2 E conv.{½e 1 + ½e2, ½e2

+ ½e3}.

The stable sets are all contained in the first maximal Nash subset which is of the type
{e 1 } x F (Fis the dashed area in the first picture of figure 1).
Hence with respect to the seven representatives as described in figure 1, we only consider the part of the faces contained in the strategy space of the second player.

In example 3 it should be conspicuous that for every representative, not only consisting of extreme equilibria, the faces contain all the faces belonging to some other
representative. This is a property that all representatives have. The proof relies on
the fact that the definition of a selection can be extended without violating theorem 3.
Carefully considering the proof of this theorem, it turns out that if a selection for a
strictly perfect set is defined as the union of single elements (not necessarily in the
relative interior) of faces that have a non-empty intersection with this strictly perfect
set, then such a selection is again a strictly perfect set . However, this new defined

selection violates theorem 4. Take for example a stable set for the game in example 3 which is represented by 4> 1 . A selection of the new type for this stable set is
{( e 1, e3), ( e 1 , ½e 1+ ½e 2)}. Clearly this is not a stable set, but it contains one represented
by 4> 7 . It will be clear that in general we have
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Theorem 6 Let for a bimatrix game cf> := {F1 , F1 , • . . , Fk} represent an equivalence
class of stable sets . Then every set

i

:=

{Fi, A, ... ,.Fk},

where

F;

CF; is a face for

i = 1, 2, .. . , k, contains a representative for some equivalence class .
Evidently a selection of the new type for a strictly perfect equilibrium yields again a
strictly perfect equilibrium. Consequently,
Theorem 7 For a bimatrix game the set of strictly perfect equilibria, if non -empty,
is the finite union of faces for this game .

A similar result with respect to perfect equilibria can be found in Borm et al.(1988).
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